Smart Solutions for Ventaire™ Cabinets

The Smart Solutions platform lets you monitor scope drying
and track scope storage from your computer.
Be more efficient tracking your endoscope inventory, whether for one department or
endoscopes across your healthcare campus and satellite locations. While the Ventaire
scope drying and tracking system is operated via touchscreen on the scope cabinet’s
exterior, drying and tracking can be monitored remotely with the InnerSpace Smart
Solutions website. The cloud-based website offers a flexible and secure way to view
your department’s valuable scope inventory. And because its cloud-based, you can
be mobile and stay connected.

The Smart Solutions dashboard clearly

Smart Solution’s easy-to-read dashboard displays scope status, countdown to scope

displays the drying and venting process,

expiration, and alerts you both on the dashboard and by email when scopes have

scope expiration countdown, and tracks

expired and disposable tubes and filters need to be replaced. Through the platform,

scope locations.

you can manage users; generate reports; and order disposable products anytime or
through a recurring schedule. You can also monitor scopes by department or cabinet,
identify endoscopy staff, date and time, and track scope activity.
Generate a report that provides you with exactly the information you need. Filter your
report by scope or cabinet activity; scope brand, model number, or serial number;
case number; or endoscopist’s name.
Another option for remote monitoring is via a Ventaire network connector device
located in the cabinet. One device will provide access to all Ventaire cabinets in a
single room.
A Smart Solutions subscription is available to customers who purchase a Ventaire
scope drying and tracking cabinet or scope tracking cabinet. Subscriptions also apply
to customers purchasing drying or tracking retrofit units. The first three months of
the annual subscription is free. Subscriptions can also be purchased for a minimum
of 1 year and up to five years.

Smart Solutions for Ventaire™ Cabinets
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Pay annually for your subscription and earn a 10-percent discount. You can also
pay on a monthly basis. For a monthly subscription, InnerSpace sets up a recurring
payment schedule through PayPal. Subscription renewals are due on December 31.
Contract terms are prorated.
If you plan to use a Ventaire network connector device to connect your Ventaire
cabinet to the Smart Solutions platform, specify SVNCD with your subscription.
A monthly service fee will be charged per device.
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